Overview

Green Explorer is the gateway to a wealth of information about capital providers, mentors, capacity-building, events, facts, experts, knowledge, events and a growing selection of digitized information on the green economy.

Green Explorer is a digital platform to access green products and services, as detailed below, through an intelligent chatbot managed by sophisticated artificial intelligence engines which are able to store transactions on a blockchain.

The Green Explorer will use innovative distributed ledger technology to store and retrieve as needed every transaction that takes place on the platform.

This new paradigm of access to knowledge increases transparency and enables the automation of and assures the trustworthiness of auditing activities.

Cross Cutting Themes

Get Involved

The Green Explorer offers several opportunities for collaborative action. Some of the ways members can benefit and contribute are:

- Access a vast database of information on the green economy
- Highlight member knowledge products, events, investment opportunities and news with a wide variety of stakeholders
- Support the refining of technology solutions offered by the Green Explorer to make them aligned with member priorities

10000+ Capital Providers
500+ Whitepapers, Journals, Training Materials, Reports, Webinars
200+ Events and Workshops on Sustainability & Green Economy
2000+ Trainings, Courses & Universities
100+ Green Products & Solutions
1000+ Consultants, Experts & Mentors